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ABSTRACT
Direct covariance flux (DCF) measurements taken from floating platforms are contaminated by wave-
induced platform motions that need to be removed before computation of the turbulent fluxes. Several
correction algorithms have been developed and successfully applied in earlier studies from research vessels
and, most recently, by the use of moored buoys. The validation of those correction algorithms has so far been
limited to short-duration comparisons against other floating platforms. Although these comparisons show in
general a good agreement, there is still a lack of a rigorous validation of the method, required to understand
the strengths and weaknesses of the existing motion-correction algorithms. This paper attempts to provide
such a validation by a comparison of flux estimates from two DCF systems, one mounted on a moored buoy
and one on the Air–Sea Interaction Tower (ASIT) at the Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory, Massa-
chusetts. The ASIT was specifically designed to minimize flow distortion over a wide range of wind directions
from the open ocean for flux measurements. The flow measurements from the buoy system are corrected for
wave-induced platform motions before computation of the turbulent heat and momentum fluxes. Flux esti-
mates and cospectra of the corrected buoy data are found to be in very good agreement with those obtained
from the ASIT. The comparison is also used to optimize the filter constants used in the motion-correction
algorithm. The quantitative agreement between the buoy data and the ASIT demonstrates that the DCF
method is applicable for turbulence measurements from small moving platforms, such as buoys.
1. Introduction
Direct covariance flux (DCF) measurements are
widely performed over land from fixed towers and other
platforms (Stull 1988). Although different methods can
be used for the estimation of turbulent fluxes—for
example, the bulk aerodynamic method (e.g., Liu et al.
1979), the gradient method (e.g., Edson et al. 2004), and
the inertial dissipation method (e.g., Yelland and Taylor
1996)—the DCF method provides the only direct ap-
proach (e.g., Crawford et al. 1993). In the coastal ocean,
DCF measurements are usually taken from land-based
towers close to the sea or from offshore towers in shal-
low water, such as the Swedish Östergarnsholm tower
(Smedman et al. 1999; Högström et al. 2008); the U.S.
Air Sea Interaction Tower (ASIT) off Martha’s Vine-
yard, Massachusetts (Austin et al. 2002; Edson et al.
2007); and the German Forschungsplattformen in
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Nord- undOstsee (FINO) platforms (Neumann et al. 2003;
Fischer 2006). A substantial advantage of these fixed plat-
forms is that the DCF method can be applied without any
motion correction. Most towers also supply continuous
power and data communication and can provide real-time
data over extended observation periods. They are, how-
ever, subject to flow distortion and turbulence injection by
the support structure for certain wind directions.
Applying the DCF approach to measurements in the
marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) farther off-
shore and in deeper waters requires the use of moored
buoys or mobile platforms, such as ships or drifting buoys.
Except for themobile stableResearchPlatform (R/P)FLIP
(Floating Instrument Platform; e.g., Miller et al. 2008), DCF
measurements in the MABL over deep water have mostly
been taken from ships (Mitsuta and Fujitani 1974; Fujitani
1981, 1985; Tsukamoto et al. 1990; Song et al. 1996; Fairall
et al. 1997; Edson et al. 1998; Takahashi et al. 2005). These
measurements are considerably affected by aerodynamic
flow distortion induced by the vessel’s superstructure (e.g.,
Yelland et al. 1998, 2002). The accuracy of corresponding
flux estimates depends strongly on the geometry and di-
mension of the ship, the location of the flux sensors and
their heights above sea level, and the angle between the
incoming flow and the ship’s bow (e.g., Yelland et al.
2002). To minimize these effects, the flux sensors are
usually mounted on the foremast and data are only con-
sidered valid when the bow is pointed into the wind.
Even with optimal exposure of the sensors, the mea-
surements from ships and other moving platforms are
contaminated by the angular and translational velocities
of the platform caused by wave-induced motion. This
contamination must be removed before computation of
the fluxes. The motion-correction procedure involves
the application of an inertial measurement unit (IMU)
that contains high-precision acceleration and angular
rate sensors. The processed signals of these sensors are
used to determine the platform’s attitude angles and
translational velocities. Those are added to the platform
velocities in an Earth- or water-relative frame using data
from a GPS or current meter, respectively (Edson et al.
1998). Because of high costs for the required IMU, the
DCF method was not widely used for air–sea investi-
gations until the middle of the 1990s, when less expen-
sive IMUs became available.
To overcome the aforementioned limitations of ship-
based flux measurements over a broad range of sea-state
and weather conditions, researchers started to investigate
the possibility of DCFmeasurements from buoys (Fujitani
1981; Dugan et al. 1991; Anctil et al. 1994). The first suc-
cessful DCF measurements from a buoy with a gyro-
controlled mast were performed during the Atlantic
Tradewinds Experiment in 1969 (Dunckel et al. 1974).
Using a correction algorithm similar to Fujitani (1981),
Dugan et al. (1991) and Anctil et al. (1994) proposed a
setup for DCF measurements from buoys with a gim-
baled motion sensor. Today, the DCF systems deployed
on buoys are equipped with small, generally low-power-
consuming motion packages that can easily be attached
to the frame in a ‘‘strap down’’ mode of operation.
Despite obvious operational limitations, in particular
with respect to power supply and the vulnerability of flux
sensors while operating in a demanding marine envi-
ronment close to the sea surface (e.g., salt deposition
and corrosion), buoys equipped with DCF systems
provide a number of advantages as measurement plat-
forms. They can work autonomously for several months
up to a year, and they can have a distinctly reduced
flow distortion compared to offshore towers and ships
(Weller et al. 2012; Bigorre et al. 2013). The deployment
time can be extended by operating in duty cycles, where
the devices are collecting data only for limited time
periods (e.g., 20min out of every hour), while staying in
power-saving mode the rest of the time. Modern DCF
systems are also supplied with GPS and wireless te-
lemetry, thus enabling the researcher to follow the
platform position and to receive real-time data onshore.
Two-way communication is also being tested to allow
event-driven periods of continuous operation. TheWoods
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) has developed
surface buoys (Weller et al. 2012) with a long and suc-
cessful history of long-term field deployments at remote
ocean sites. These buoys are traditionally equipped with
both meteorological and oceanographic sensors (e.g.,
Hosom et al. 1995; Colbo and Weller 2009) that provide
time series of mean values that can be used to compute
estimates of the surface fluxes using the bulk methods
(e.g., Fairall et al. 1996). More recently, the buoys also
have been instrumented with DCF systems for the as-
sessment of the turbulent heat and momentum exchange
at the air–sea interface during the Climate Variability and
Predictability (CLIVAR) Mode Water Dynamic Experi-
ment (CLIMODE; Marshall et al. 2009; Bigorre et al.
2013) and the Salinity Processes in the Upper Ocean
Regional Study (SPURS; Farrar et al. 2015).
The gathered DCF data are usually corrected by well-
established motion-correction algorithms (e.g., Edson
et al. 1998; Miller et al. 2008) before calculating the
variances and covariances. However, the algorithms
have not yet been rigorously tested and validated against
datasets from a fixed structure, mainly because the
buoys are typically deployed in regions where such
structures are not available. In general, all motion-
correction algorithms require a careful empirical-based
selection of relevant parameters. For example, the
quality and performance of the complementary filtering
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method (Edson et al. 1998) used in this study depends
strongly on the proper choice of the filter cutoff frequency,
which is a function of both the platform’s dynamics and the
environmental forcing. Usually, the cutoff frequency is
chosen based upon a similar research setup carried out in
earlier studies, or by an empirical analysis of the IMU’s
rate sensor and accelerometer output (e.g., Schulz et al.
2005; Miller et al. 2008).
This paper presents a comparison of DCF measure-
ments performed from a surface buoy and the Air–Sea
Interaction Tower at the Martha’s Vineyard Coastal
Observatory (MVCO). Measurements from the surface
buoy are corrected by the motion-correction algorithm
of Edson et al. (1998) and compared to DCF measure-
ments from a similar system that was mounted on the
nearby ASIT. As the ASIT is a rigid platform, the tower
measurements provided a reference dataset without
contamination of wave-induced platform motions. Us-
ing both datasets, this study presents the best choice of
the correction algorithm’s cutoff frequency for a DCF
system mounted on a specific moored buoy. It is also
shown that the direction of the dominant waves can be
estimated with a high degree of confidence from the
mooring’s IMU (a MotionPak II by Systron Donner)
output alone. The experimental setup is described in
section 2, and an overview of the data processing is given
in section 3. Section 4 presents the flux comparisons
between the surface buoy and the ASIT. A discussion of
the flux comparisons is given in section 5.
2. Experiment
a. Site and deployment
The campaign took place between 12 April and
29 June 2010 in the vicinity of the MVCO as shown in
Fig. 1. The MVCO ASIT is located 3.2 km off Martha’s
Vineyard’s south coast in a water depth of 15m. The
ASIT is specifically designed as a low-profile structure so
that flow distortions induced by the tower structure itself
are minimized with respect to the dominant direction of
the incoming wind (Edson et al. 2007). The tower was
equipped with a DCF system on a downward-facing
boom, and flux measurements were obtained 3.75m
above the mean sea surface. During a tidal cycle, the
change in sea surface elevation is approximately60.5m
at the measurement site. Having continuous power
supply at the ASIT, DCF measurements were recorded
at 20Hz for three successive 20-min periods per hour.
To investigate the quality of the DCF measurements
from small floating platforms, a surface buoy was
moored approximately 500m southwest of the ASIT
(Fig. 1). The buoy and the configuration of the meteo-
rological sensors were similar to the CLIMODE field
study where the buoy was deployed in, and periodically
FIG. 1. The surface mooring deployed approximately 500m in front of the ASIT at the MVCO. Me-
teorological sensors were mounted on a tower frame approximately 3.5m above the sea surface. (upper
left) A site map of Martha’s Vineyard and the ASIT. The tower is located 3.2 km off the island’s south
shore in a water depth of 15m.
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just north of, the meandering Gulf Stream for over one
year (seeMarshall et al. 2009;Weller et al. 2012; Bigorre
et al. 2013; Edson et al. 2013). The buoy has a diameter
of 2.7m and ismade of Surlyn closed-cell foam.Awell in
the center of the buoy accommodates the dataloggers
and batteries for the instruments. Both Air–Sea In-
teraction Meteorology (ASIMET; Hosom et al. 1995;
Colbo and Weller 2009) and DCF sensors were mounted
on an open tower frame approximately 3.5mabove the sea
surface. The ASIMET sensors included an R. M. Young
propeller anemometer, mounted on the front, portside
corner of the tower, and a Gill 2D sonic (WindObserver)
mounted at the center front. The DCF system consisted
of a Gill R3-50 sonic anemometer mounted on the star-
board side of the tower and an open path gas analyzer (LI-
COR 7500), placed next to the sonic anemometer.
A wind vane attached to the buoy kept the sensors
faced into the mean wind direction. For the type of buoy
used in the present study, the asymmetry of the central
well creates a torque that slightly counteracts the effect of
the wind vane (Bigorre et al. 2013). As a result, the buoy
tends to orient itself with an offset angle of 158–308 to the
right of the incoming wind. The DCF system measures
the three-dimensional wind vector relative to the right-
handed coordinate frame of the instrument (i.e., x axis
pointing forward along the major axis of the instrument,
y axis pointing to the port side, and z axis pointing upward).
The DCF system was operated at 20Hz and averaged
to 5Hz before storage, and the runs were acquired in a
duty cycle of 20min at the beginning of every hour.
An IMU (MotionPak II) was housed in a watertight
cylinder and attached to the base of the sonic ane-
mometer, which placed it approximately 0.8m below the
sonic sampling volume. The IMU system measured the
platform’s attitude angles, angular velocity, and trans-
lational velocity due to water motion in a right-handed
coordinate frame in which roll f (rotation about x axis)
is positive when the instrument port side is tilted up,
pitch u (rotation about y axis) is positive when the bow is
tilted down, and yaw c (rotation about z axis) is positive
counterclockwise. Note that c is defined positive for a
right-handed rotation around the z axis, so a minus sign
is applied to the compass reading.
b. Environmental conditions
The distribution of wind speeds and wind directions
during the measurement period is shown in Fig. 2. The
prevailing wind direction at the MVCO during the field
deployment was southwest with wind speeds up to
13ms21. Approximately 80% of the observed wind
speeds fall within the 2–8ms21 range. Time series of
wind speed and direction, and air pressure from the
ASIT are shown in Figs. 3a–c. Wind directions for light
winds below 2ms21 were highly variable, while winds in
the range between 2 and 8m s21 were predominantly
southwesterly. Wind speeds above 10ms21 are associ-
ated with the passage of low pressure systems with
westerly to northwesterly winds.
In the course of the campaign, the air temperature
recorded by the sonic anemometer was rising from ap-
proximately 108 to 258C (Fig. 3d). Typical for spring and
early summer, the marine atmospheric boundary layer at
the deployment site was primarily neutral or slightly stable
as a result of warming coastal waters and the advection of
warmer air over the colder ocean (Crofoot 2004; Edson
et al. 2007). Figure 3e shows that the heat flux between the
ocean and theMABLwasweak during the field campaign.
Unstable conditions with upward-directed (positive) heat
fluxes are associated with the passage of strong cold fronts,
when cold air moves over the warmer ocean water.
The significant wave height (Fig. 3f) during the campaign
was approximately 0.5m when the wind speed was below
5ms21, and 1.5m for wind speeds between 5 and 10ms21.
For higher wind speeds, associated with the passage of
low pressure systems, the significant wave height reached
values between 2 and 3m. Although the mooring did not
experience wind speeds above 13ms21, it was exposed to a
variety of wave ages, ranging from young, wind-dominated
developing seas to old, decaying seas, that is, swell.
3. Data processing
a. Data availability
For the comparison between the ASIT and the buoy
measurements, only the first 20-min period starting at
FIG. 2. Distribution of wind speed and wind direction recorded
by theASIT sonic anemometer. Data shown for averages over each
20-min run for the entire measurement period between 12 Apr and
29 Jun 2010.
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every full hour has been included in our analysis of the
tower data to match the dataset of the buoy operating
in a corresponding duty cycle.Wind directions from 1658
to 3458 minimize the impact of flow distortion on the
ASITmeasurements as the sonic anemometer is upwind
of the tower for these wind directions. Therefore, the
comparative analysis of the datasets includes only data
runs with wind approaching from this sector. Note that
this does not limit the analysis to open ocean conditions
as specified in Edson et al. (2007) as flow from west and
northwest is affected by land. Both measurement sys-
tems will sense the same conditions; however, this is not
an issue in the presented study. Moreover, runs with
data gaps, faulty compass readings, and IMU sensor
overrange in the buoy data were discarded from the
collected datasets. The removal of data through quality
control procedures left 1153 ASIT runs and 938 buoy
runs available for the presented analysis, which is re-
ferred to as the reference dataset.
In an additional step, poor flux estimates were
identified and removed from the reference dataset by
analyzing the corresponding cospectra. For this purpose,
the ogives (e.g., Oncley et al. 1996) of the momentum
and heat fluxes were computed for each of the 20-min
ASIT and motion-corrected buoy data runs. Briefly, the
ogives were calculated as the cumulative integral of the
cospectral estimates of the momentum and heat flux,
from high to low frequencies before normalization by
the magnitude of the corresponding covariances—that
is, u0w0 and w0u0, respectively. The computed ogives
are expected to level out and asymptotically approach
the normalized value of 1 at low frequencies. For both
datasets, we empirically chose a rejection criterion so
that accepted ogives fall within a 60.2 acceptance in-
terval of this value, that is,
Ð
Cu0w0( f ) df /u0w05 16 0:2
and
Ð
Cw0u0( f ) df /w0u
05 16 0:2, at the low-frequency
end between f 5 2 3 1023 Hz (’8min) and f 5
0:873 1023 Hz (’19min). Values outside the acceptance
interval are expected to violate the assumptions of ho-
mogeneity or stationarity required for a proper func-
tioning of the eddy covariance technique. An example of
an accepted and a rejected ogive is shown in Fig. 4.
The momentum and heat fluxes are treated sepa-
rately, and two subdatasets are created for the further
investigations. In the momentum flux dataset, where
only poorly behaved ogives of the cospectral momentum
flux estimates were removed from the reference dataset,
the number of accepted runs was further reduced to 835
for the ASIT and to 671 for the buoy data. Similarly,
only poorly behaved ogives of the cospectral heat flux
estimates were removed from the reference dataset,
reducing the heat flux dataset to 680 runs for the ASIT
data and 609 for the buoy data.
b. Platform motion correction
Themotion-corrected wind velocities can be expressed
in Earth coordinates as (e.g., Fujitani 1981; Edson
et al. 1998)
FIG. 3. Overview of the environmental conditions recorded at the
ASIT during the course of the field deployment. Time series of
(a) wind speed and (b) wind direction from sonic anemometer
measurements, (c) air pressure recorded from a pressure sensor
mounted at the ASIT, (d) sonic temperature, (e) calculated buoy-
ancy fluxes, and (f) significant wave height recorded at the MVCO’s
ADCP. No data were recorded between days 131 and 139.
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Uearthtrue 5T(f, u,c)[Uobs1Vobs3R]1Vhp1V
earth
lp , (1)
where Uearthtrue is the true wind velocity vector relative to
the earth, Uobs denotes the measured wind velocity
vector in the buoy coordinate system, and T(f, u, c) is
the transformation matrix that rotates the platform
frame into the reference frame using the Euler angles
(f, u, c):
T(f, u,c)5
2
4
cos(c) cos(u) 2sin(c) cos(f)1 cos(c) sin(u) sin(f) sin(c) sin(f)1 cos(c) sin(u) cos(f)
sin(c) cos(u) cos(c) cos(f)1 sin(c) sin(u) sin(f) sin(c) sin(u) cos(f)2 cos(c) sin(f)
2sin(u) cos(u) sin(f) cos(u) cos(f)
3
5 (2)
Term Vobs is the angular velocity vector of the plat-
form in the buoy frame, R denotes the position vector
from the IMU to the wind sensor, and Vhp is the high-
pass-filtered wave-induced platform velocity measured
by the DCF attitude sensors. These platform velocities
are a combination of translational and rotational ve-
locities if the accelerometers are not located at the
platform’s center of mass. The Vobs3R term accounts
for the rotational velocities not sensed by the acceler-
ometers. In Eq. (1), Vearthlp is the low-pass-filtered plat-
form velocity relative to the earth.
In this investigation, the platform motions are recor-
ded from accelerometers and angular rate sensors that
are strapped down on the buoy, and therefore represent
measurements in the platform reference frame. The
Euler angles describing the roll f, pitch u, and yaw c are
found by a complementary filtering method. As de-
scribed by Edson et al. (1998), the integrated angular
rates [
Ð
_f(t) dt] and [
Ð
_u(t) dt] are high-pass filtered and
are added to the normalized low-pass-filtered acceler-
ometer outputs (LPf €y/gg and LPf2 €x/gg) to provide the
low-frequency tilts using the small-angle approximation.
The most recent version of the algorithm no longer uses
the small-angle approximation and estimates the low-
frequency contribution instead from ulp5LPfsin21[2€x/g]g
and flp5LPfsin21[2 €y/g/cos(ulp)]g.
The rationale behind this approach is that strapped-
down accelerometers, in contrast to those on a gimbaled
system, measure a combination of the platform’s accel-
eration and accelerations induced by gravity due to
tilting of the platform (Edson et al. 1998; Schulz et al.
2005). Ideally, complementary filtering removes unwanted
drift induced by the angular rate sensors while retain-
ing the low-frequency tilts from the accelerometers. A
graphical representation of the effects of this method is
shown in Fig. 5. It presents the variance spectra of the two
time series that are combined to estimate the pitch angle u,
that is, the integrated rate sensors (blue line) and the
normalized accelerometers (green line). The individual
variance spectra should match over a range of frequencies
where the accelerometer is effectively measuring the tilt
rather than the linear acceleration of the platform. The
spectra show that this transition occurs for frequencies
below approximately f 5 0.1Hz. The figure also reveals
that the spectrum computed from the integrated rate
sensor increases at low frequencies due to sensor drift
(Schulz et al. 2005). Therefore, a filter is designed by
choosing a cutoff frequency that combines the low-
frequency tilts from the accelerometer with the high-
frequency tilts from the integrated rate sensor to provide
accurate estimates of the platform tilts at all frequencies
(red line). The choice of the cutoff frequency is discussed
further in section 4.
The gravity-induced accelerations are then removed
from the accelerometer output in order to compute the
wave-induced velocities Vhp of the measurement plat-
form. The platform velocities are found by applying the
coordinate transformation matrix T(f, u, c) to the ac-
celerometer outputs. This rotates the accelerations into
the earth frame, which then allows the removal of the
gravitational component from the rotated accelerations.
The resulting values are integrated and high-pass fil-
tered to find the platform velocities required in Eq. (1).
It should be noted that the use of the accelerometers to
estimate the low-frequency component of the angles used
in the transformationmatrix T(f, u, c) acts to remove the
low-frequency component of the accelerations during the
transformation. Therefore, the transformation acts as a
high-pass filter prior to integration, and the low-frequency
component is removed fromVhp. As a result, this filtering
operation is governed by the choice of the cutoff filter
frequency fc used in the complementary filter.
c. Coordinate system and flux calculation
If the platform is changing its position during the mea-
surement (e.g., a cruising ship), then the low-frequency
velocity relative to the earth, Vearthlp , is normally measured
by GPS. Alternatively, the true wind velocity relative to
water,Vwatertrue , can be computed bymeasuring the platform
velocity relative to water,Vwaterlp , using a current meter. It
should be noted that turbulent fluxes are most clearly
defined in a reference frame relative to water (see the
appendix in Edson et al. 2013). In the present study,
measurements were taken from a buoy on an anchored
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mooring in shallow water. Although the buoy is free to
move relative to its anchor, the longitudinal and lat-
eral velocities due to the buoy watch circle at this
depth are small compared to the wind speeds. The last
term in Eq. (1) is therefore neglected. Additionally,
the use of an earth-relative coordinate system in this
study further simplifies the comparison between the
buoy-inferred fluxes and those measured from the
fixed tower.
The transformation matrix is expected to account for
the mean pitch, roll, and yaw of the buoy. Therefore,
velocities would be expected to have zero mean tilt after
transformation into the local vertical. However, flow
distortion over the buoy will cause the streamlines to
deviate from the horizontal (Bigorre et al. 2013), in-
ducing an additional tilt to the flow. To account for this,
the wind velocities are rotated into the streamwise wind.
Such rotation removes the mean lateral and vertical
wind components, and the streamwise velocity compo-
nents become
U(t)5U1 u0(t),V(t)5 y0(t),W(t)5w0(t) , (3)
where the overbar denotes a time-averaged mean and the
lowercase letters denote fluctuations around this mean.
Therefore,U represents the mean streamwise wind speed,
while u0(t), y0(t), and w0(t) describe the instantaneous
longitudinal (along wind), lateral (crosswind), and vertical
velocity fluctuations, respectively, from this mean
streamwise wind.
The rotation of the motion-corrected velocities into the
streamwise flow has been shown to reduce the effects of
flow distortion (Wyngaard 1981; Oost et al. 1994). How-
ever, this approach is most applicable to fixed platforms
and at heights well away from the undulated sea surface
and the wave-induced flow. Consequently, there remain
some uncertainties related to the applicability of this ro-
tation procedure for sensors on amoving platformnear the
sea surface that will be discussed in section 5.
After applying the correction procedure, the first and
last 30 s of every run have been discarded to avoid the
Gibbs effect produced by the correction algorithm filters
(Weller et al. 2012). Therefore, the fluxes and their as-
sociated cospectra are computed using 19-min time se-
ries. The remaining motion-corrected time series are
then rotated in the streamwise wind as described above
and are used to compute the direct covariance fluxes:
w0x05
1
N

N
i51
w0ix
0
i , (4)
where x0 is equal to u0, y0, or T 0s to compute the kinematic
form of the longitudinal and lateral momentum fluxes
and the heat flux. The cospectra are computed from the
real part of the cross-spectra between these variables.
FIG. 5. Pitch angle variance spectra computed from run 321 of
the buoy IMU system. The unfiltered pitch spectrum from the in-
tegrated angular rate sensor (blue line); the pitch spectrum inferred
from the normalized accelerometer output, 2 €x/g (green line); and
the spectrum derived by complementary filtering of the integrated
angular rate sensor and the normalized accelerometer output (red
line). The chosen cutoff frequency (tc5 12 s) is indicated by the
black line.
FIG. 4. Example of an accepted (solid line) and rejected (dashed
line) ogive of momentum flux cospectral estimates for buoy runs
321 and 153, respectively. The ogives are calculated as a cumulative
integral from high to low frequencies and normalized by the
magnitude of their corresponding covariances. Accepted ogives
approach an asymptotically value of
Ð
Cu0w0 (f )df /u0w05 1 inside the
60.2 rejection interval at the low-frequency end, which is indicated
by the gray-shaded box.
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The temperature variable T 0s represents the sonic tem-
perature fluctuations. The heat flux calculated using the
sonic temperature is expected to closely approximate
the buoyancy flux (Larsen et al. 1993). The kinematic
form of the buoyancy flux is often written asw0T 0v, where
T 0v represents the virtual temperature fluctuations. As
the virtual temperature is closely approximated by the
sonic temperature, it allows estimates of the buoyancy
flux often needed in studies of near-surface turbulence
directly from sonic anemometer measurements (e.g.,
Edson and Fairall 1998).
4. Results
One of the main goals of this investigation is to opti-
mize the selection of the cutoff frequency for a buoy
with a 2.7-m diameter by comparing the motion-
corrected measurements with those taken on the
ASIT. We can illustrate the impact of the cutoff fre-
quency on the ability to motion correct the buoy data by
looking at the behavior of the cospectra over a range of
cutoff frequencies (Fig. 6). The cospectra are plotted
as a function of the natural frequency in this figure,
which facilitates the comparison of the wave-induced
motions over the whole range of wind speeds used in the
analysis.
a. Impact of the cutoff frequency
The upper-left-hand panel of Fig. 6 shows the un-
corrected momentum flux cospectra averaged over the
four wind speed bins identified by the labels. The
energy-containing subrange is clearly contaminated by
FIG. 6. Cospectral estimates of the momentum flux recorded at the buoyDCF system. The panels show
examples of cospectral estimates computed from (upper left) the uncorrected velocities and for the
motion-corrected velocities calculatedwith various cutoff periods between 3 and 15 s. The cospectra have
been averaged over the wind speed intervals labeled in the uncorrected subplots. The dashed lines in-
dicate the value of the corresponding cutoff frequency in the subplots.
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the wave-induced motions, visible as a broad positive
peak centered around 0.2Hz (corresponding to a 5-s
wave period). The negative values correspond to an
expected downward-directed flux. The magnitude of
the contamination increases with wind speed due to the
increased magnitude of the heave and the associated
increase of the buoy’s pitch and roll angles. The co-
spectra also show a persistent positive spike at ’0.5Hz
(i.e., a 2-s period) associated with the resonance fre-
quency of this buoy.
The remaining panels show the results obtained for
decreasing cutoff frequencies using the same wind speed
bins. The cutoff frequencies are identified by the dashed
line in these plots. Even the lowest cutoff period (highest
cutoff frequency) is able to remove most of the buoy
motion associated with the resonance frequency. How-
ever, cospectra generated for the lowest cutoff periods
of 3 and 6 s clearly demonstrate that large motion-
induced peaks are retained in the wave band. In these
cospectra, the cutoff period is set too low and the wave-
induced linear accelerations are therefore treated as
tilts. As a result, the wave-induced velocities are not
removed, and the misinterpreted pitch and roll angles
generate a large positive contribution to the cospectra
(see Fig. 5).
The wave-induced peak is largely removed at a cutoff
period of 9 s and further changes to the cospectra are
minimal for increases in the cutoff period beyond 12 s.
As the integrated area under the cospectral curve is
equal to the measured flux, it is evident from Fig. 6 that
the enhanced positive peak in the cospectra computed
with tc# 6 s ( fc$ 0.17Hz) will lead to reduced magni-
tudes of the atmosphere-to-ocean momentum flux
compared to cospectra computed with a cutoff fre-
quency beyond the wave band. However, the positive
contribution to the cospectra is still noticeable in the
corrected spectra, particularly at the lowest wind speed
range. Whether this contribution is real or an artifact of
the motion-correction procedure is further discussed in
section 5.
b. Selection of the cutoff frequency
The ability to properly motion correct the velocity
measurements with themethod presented in this study is
clearly sensitive to the choice of the cutoff frequency.
One objective method for the determination of an ap-
propriate value is to investigate how the root-mean-
square (RMS) difference between the ASIT and buoy
estimates of themomentum flux changes with increasing
values of the cutoff period. The corresponding results
are shown in Fig. 7. The dashed line in this figure in-
dicates the RMS difference between the ASIT and the
uncorrected buoy data.
The results show that the use of cutoff periods shorter
than 4 s distinctly increases the uncertainty. This is in
agreement with the results presented in Fig. 6 and con-
firms that the treatment of accelerations in the wave
band as tilts introduces noise into the cospectra. The
RMS differences rapidly fall to a weak minimum at
tc 5 7 s before slightly increasing again and leveling out
at a value of around 12 s. As the corresponding cospectra
for tc5 6 s still contain considerable distortions, we have
decided to use a somewhat larger value of tc 5 12 s in
our analysis. For this cutoff period the disturbances in
the flux estimates are substantially reduced. We believe
that this value provides a good compromise for the
calculation of themotion-corrected flux estimates over a
wider range of sea states for the type of research buoy
used in this study.
c. Momentum and heat fluxes
To investigate the overall improvement of the buoy
measurements as a result of the applied motion correc-
tion, both uncorrected and motion-corrected estimates
of the buoy’s momentum and buoyancy fluxes are
compared against theASITmeasurements. Themotion-
correction algorithm uses the recommended value of the
cutoff period, tc5 12 s, and the fluxes are averaged over
19min. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the mo-
mentum fluxes (2ru0w0) from the buoy and the ASIT
before and after the motion correction. Without motion
correction, the magnitudes of the momentum fluxes re-
corded at the buoy are slightly overestimated compared
FIG. 7. The RMS difference of the momentum fluxes recorded at
the ASIT and buoy as a function of the cutoff period. The dashed
line represents the RMS difference between the ASIT and the
uncorrected buoy fluxes. The red line represents the cutoff period
chosen for the remaining analysis.
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to those recorded at the ASIT. Correcting the buoy data
for the wave-induced platform velocities reduces the
RMS difference distinctly by 50% and increases the
total sample variance, r2, explained by the linear re-
gression between the buoy and the ASIT estimates,
from 0.75 to 0.94. Edson et al. (1998) and Miller et al.
(2008) concluded that motion-corrected fluxes per-
formed from research vessels overestimate momentum
fluxes by approximately 15%, primarily due to flow
distortion. The magnitude of the flux overestimation
depends on both the location of theDCF sensors and the
deflection of the streamlines around the ship. The good
agreement between the motion-corrected flux estimates
and those of the ASIT in Fig. 8 suggests that the flow
distortion is minimized for the type of buoy used in
this study.
A corresponding comparison of the uncorrected and
corrected heat fluxes rCpw0T 0s, where Cp is the specific
heat at constant pressure, is presented in Fig. 9. Com-
pared to the momentum fluxes, the uncorrected buoy-
ancy fluxes show a higher correlation. This is expected
for scalar fluxes, since the temperature fluctuations are
less sensitive to buoy motions than the horizontal ve-
locity. Nevertheless, the motion correction also clearly
FIG. 8. A comparison of (left) uncorrected and (right) motion-corrected momentum flux estimates
recorded at the ASIT and the buoy DCF system. Only data with availability from both DCF systems
during the measurement period (12 Apr–29 Jun 2010) are shown. The data represent runs averaged over
19min and are limited to winds blowing from 1658 to 3458. The coefficients of the regression line and the
total sample variance explained by the linear regression are given in the respective panels.
FIG. 9. A comparison of (left) uncorrected and (right) motion-corrected sonic temperature
(buoyancy) flux estimates recorded at the ASIT and the buoy DCF system. Only data with availability
from both DCF systems during the measurement period (12 Apr–29 Jun 2010) are shown. The data
represent runs averaged over 19min and are limited to winds blowing from 1658 to 3458. The co-
efficients of the regression line and the total sample variance explained by the linear regression are
given in the respective panels.
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improves the results for the buoyancy flux both with
respect to the slope of the linear regression from 0.79 to
0.94 and the explained variance from 0.86 to 0.95.
d. Momentum and heat cospectra
Frequency-weighted ensemble-averaged cospectra
of the vertical momentum, fCu0w0( f ), and heat flux,
fCw0T 0s( f ), are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The momentum
fluxes shown in Fig. 10 have been bin averaged with
respect to the friction velocity u rather than the wind
speed, to account for the effects of atmospheric stability.
However, the bin intervals for the friction velocity were
chosen using the linear relationship u*5 0. 035UN .
Therefore, the four selected wind speed bins correspond
to neutral wind speeds between 0 and 3ms21 (red lines),
3 and 6ms21 (green lines), 6 and 9m s21 (blue lines),
and 9 and 12ms21 (black lines). It is worth noting that
the 5-Hz sampling frequency used on the buoy system
does not capture all the high-frequency components of
the flux at the higher wind speed; that is, the curve of the
cospectra approaches but does not reach zero at the
Nyquist frequency of 2.5Hz. The 20-Hz sampling rate
(or a Nyquist frequency of 10Hz) used with the ASIT
system is sufficient, at least for the investigated range of
wind speeds, and the sampling frequency for the buoy
system should be increased to this value for future
studies.
The ASIT and buoy cospectra are in reasonably good
agreement. However, the momentum flux cospectra of
the buoy clearly show a peak at the frequency range of
the underlying wave field for wind speeds below 8ms21,
while no peak is identified in the ASIT cospectra. The
interpretation of these results is complicated by the fact
that the buoy measurements are essentially made in a
wave-following coordinate system, while the tower
measurements are made relative to the fixed earth co-
ordinate system over a nonstationary wave–influenced
surface. One might expect the cospectra measured in
these two coordinate systems to differ, especially close
to the ocean surface. In fact, the expected shape and
behavior of the cospectra for measurements in the wave-
following reference frame is even qualitatively unclear,
as corresponding previous studies (e.g., Kaimal et al.
1972; Wyngaard and Coté 1972; Højstrup 1982) have
mainly been performed over land and are therefore
based on fixed measurements where the mean height
about the surface was unambiguous. Additionally, most
spectral theory is based on wavenumber spectra and the
use of the relationship k5 2pf /U given by Taylor’s
frozen turbulence hypothesis to convert between fre-
quency and wavenumber spectra, where k is the wave-
number and U is the mean streamwise velocity in Eq.
(3). The validity of the frozen turbulence hypothesis
for a moving platform near the wavy ocean surface
might also be questionable.
A closer look at the observations in this study in-
dicates that the wave-induced peaks in the buoy’s co-
spectra are limited to light winds over old seas. A
comparison of the buoy and ASIT momentum flux co-
spectra, sorted according to wind speed and wave age,
FIG. 10. Cospectral estimates of the momentum flux as a func-
tion of the normalized frequency. The cospectra are bin averaged
by u* as indicated by the legend. The thick lines represent the
motion-corrected buoy data, and the thin lines represent the
ASIT data.
FIG. 11. Cospectral estimates of the sonic temperature (buoy-
ancy) flux as a function of normalized frequency. The cospectra
have been normalized by u and bin averaged byT* as indicated by
the legend. The thick lines represent the motion-corrected buoy
data, and the thin lines represent the ASIT data.
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cp/u, is shown in Fig. 12. For fully developed and de-
veloping seas (green lines), both the buoy and ASIT
cospectra are in good agreement, regardless of the wind
speed. For wind speeds below 5ms21, the majority of
the recorded runs are associated with old seas, that is,
swell conditions (brown lines). The analysis of both
datasets revealed that approximately 20% of the buoy
runs are associated with a peak in the momentum flux
cospectra at low wind speeds and old seas. Therefore,
the bulk of the buoy’s momentum flux cospectra are
found to be in good agreement with the ASIT cospectra
even during low wind speeds and swell conditions. The
integration of the motion-corrected momentum flux
cospectra, which are contaminated by a peak in the
frequency range of the waves, produces flux estimates
that are found to be in good agreement with those of
the ASIT, as shown in section 4c. This indicates that
the cospectral behavior of the momentum flux may
suffer from some of the issues described above, while
the point-by-point covariance between the vertical
and horizontal velocity fluctuations seems to be less
affected.
The corresponding buoyancy flux cospectra are shown
in Fig. 11. The cospectra in this figure have been nor-
malized by the friction velocity u* to remove the wind
speed dependency and bin averaged by the temperature
scaling parameter T*52w
0T 0s/u*. The ranges in Fig. 11
are given by 2T* such that the positive ranges are as-
sociated with upward fluxes and unstable conditions and
negative ranges with downward fluxes and stable con-
ditions. After removal of the wave-induced platform
velocities in the anemometer measurements, the cor-
rected cospectra are in good agreement with those ob-
served at the ASIT. The buoy cospectra in Fig. 11 still
retain the small peak at n’ 0.3, which corresponds to
the buoy’s resonance frequency ( f ’ 0.5Hz). However,
Fig. 9 clearly shows that the motion-corrected point-to-
point buoyancy fluxes are in good agreement with those
recorded at the ASIT. We are confident that the error in
the flux contribution due to this peak is small and
therefore negligible.
e. Wave statistics
This section investigates how well wave-related pa-
rameters, such as significant wave height, wave direc-
tion, and the wave peak period, can be measured from
the type of buoy used here. A common method to
measure waves from a fixed subsurface platform is the
PUV approach (Nagata 1964). This technique originally
involves simultaneous high-frequency measurements
of water pressure (P) and horizontal ocean current ve-
locities (U, V) at a fixed depth below the sea surface.
These measurements can then be used to compute
surface elevation spectra of both current velocity and
pressure, from which wave-related parameters such as
significant wave height and wave direction can be
determined.
Measurements of water pressure at a constant depth
are generally difficult to obtain from a floating platform.
Instead, we have adapted an approach developed by
Gordon and Lohrmann (2001), where we use the buoy’s
linear velocities and heave (rather than pressure) cal-
culated at its center of mass. This is accomplished by
adjusting the position vector R in Eq. (1) to represent
the distance between the motion sensors and the center
of mass. Additionally, the filter cutoff period is in-
creased to tc5 40 s to give better estimates of the wave
FIG. 12. Cospectral estimates of the momentum flux as function
of normalized frequency. The cospectra are bin averaged by the
wave age parameter: 40# cp/u*, 70 (old decaying seas, i.e., swell;
brown line) and 10# cp/u*, 40 (developing and fully developed
sea; green line). The thick lines represent the motion-corrected
buoy data, and the thin lines represent the ASIT data. The number
of averaged spectra is given in each panel.
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field at low frequencies. The heave (i.e., the vertical
displacement relative to the mean seawater level) is
found by integration and high-pass filtering of the ver-
tical velocity component of Eq. (1).
Applying the modified PUV approach, the heave and
velocity variance spectra are combined with the cross-
spectra between the heave and the velocity components
to compute directional wave spectra (Gordon and
Lohrmann 2001). However, in contrast to the original
PUV approach, where wave velocity and pressure are
recorded below the sea surface, these spectra are al-
ready obtained for the ocean surface (surface elevation
spectra) and do not need to be depth corrected. In-
tegration over the heave variance spectra provides the
standard deviation of the sea surface elevation. It also
provides an estimate for the significant wave height,
which is defined as 4 times the standard deviation. The
direction of the waves at the peak of the heave spectrum
is estimated from the two cross-spectra by taking the
four-quadrant inverse tangent. The peak period is de-
termined from the maximum value of the heave spec-
trum, while the average wave period is found from an
approach known as ‘‘zero crossing’’ (e.g., Cartwright
and Longuet-Higgins 1956). The wave periods can be
used with the wave equation to determine the phase
speed and the wavelength.
Time series of wave statistics computed from this
approach are compared with data from the MVCO
ADCP in Fig. 13. The ADCP was located at a water
depth of 12m and at a distance of approximately 1 km
from the buoy. The ADCP data were recorded at dis-
crete frequencies, and the data were smoothed by a
moving average over 11 data points prior to the data
comparison. Both the significant wave height and the
wave direction computed from the ADCP and the buoy
data are found to be in reasonable agreement (Figs. 13a
and 13b). The corresponding scatterplots in Figs. 14a
and 14b show that the significant wave height can be
estimated from the buoy’s heave with a high degree of
certainty, while buoy estimates of the wave direction,
derived from the modified PUV approach, are found to
be slightly overestimated compared to the ADCP
measurements. The offset between the two measure-
ments platforms were on average found to be in the
range of 108–208. Time series of the mean wave period,
the phase speed, and the wavelength are compared
with ADCP data in Figs. 13c–e. The corresponding
scatterplots are shown in Figs. 14c–e. It is evident that
the estimates from the modified PUV approach are
underestimated compared to those of the ADCP. The
offset between the buoy and ADCP estimates of the
mean wave period and the phase speed are both on
the order of 1m s21. The difference between the
FIG. 13. Wave statistics computed from the buoy data (red)
compared with data from the MVCO ADCP (black). The ADCP
was located at a water depth of 12m at a distance of approximately
1 km from the buoy. Panels showing (a) significant wave height,
(b) wave direction at the peak of the spectrum, (c) wave phase
speed, (d) mean wave period, and (e) wavelength. Data for wave
direction between days 119 and 131 are removed due to a mal-
function in the buoy’s compass and the associated inaccurate es-
timation of the PUV cross-spectra.
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estimates of the wavelength is typically found to be in
the range of 10–15m.
We speculate that the differences in the wave statistics
between the buoy (based on the PUV estimates) and the
ADCP data are mainly due to the design of these two
measurement platforms. While the ADCP is a station-
ary (nonmoving) instrument specially designed to ob-
serve ocean currents and the wave field, the buoy used in
this study was not designed for this specific purpose. For
example, estimation of the wave direction (Figs. 13b and
14b) by the modified PUV approach relies upon the
buoy’s horizontal motions at the center of its mass. Since
the buoy is moored, it can only move with the surface
currents within the radius of its watch circle. Moreover,
the mooring is exposed to the wind, which has the ability
to slightly influence its current-induced drift. Therefore,
the horizontal velocities used to compute the heave–
velocity cross-spectra might be biased and thus result in
erroneous PUV estimates of the wave direction. Despite
the discrepancies in Figs. 13b and 14b, we are confident
that the modified PUV approach can provide a crude
estimate of the wave direction in conditions where the
surface currents, resulting from the predominant wind
field, and the predominant wave directions are mostly
aligned, which wasmainly observed in the present study.
Another limitation to the modified PUV approach is the
diameter of the buoy. The time series of the wave phase
speed and the wavelength (Figs. 13d and 13e) were de-
rived from the mean wave period (zero crossing), which
is highly dependent on the minimum wavelength
that can be resolved by the buoy. The minimum reso-
lution will be at least double the buoy’s diameter (i.e.,
approximately 5.5m). Therefore, the discrepancies
between the buoy and ADCP data in Figs. 13d and 13e
and 14d and 14e might be due to the limited resolution
in the mean wave period measurements, in addition to
uncertainties in the estimation of the wave period
(Bakhoday-Paskyabi and Fer 2014). Nevertheless, the
time series from the buoy are in reasonable agreement
with those of the ADCP. This suggests that the surface
mooring used in this study has the ability to record basic
wave statistics of reasonable quality by use of its accel-
erometer data and the modified PUV approach.
5. Discussion and summary
In this study, DCF measurements of momentum and
buoyancy fluxes in the marine atmospheric boundary
layer have been determined from a surface buoy and
from the Air–Sea Interaction Tower (ASIT) at the
Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory (MVCO) be-
tweenApril and June 2010. ADCF systemwasmounted
on the MVCO’s ASIT, which is located 3.2 km offshore
FIG. 14. Scatterplots of wave statistics derived from the buoy and
ADCP time series shown in Fig. 13. Panels showing (a) significant
wave height, (b) wave direction at the peak of the spectrum,
(c) mean wave period, (d) wave phase speed, and (e) wavelength.
The coefficients of the regression line (red lines) and the total
sample variance explained by linear regression are given in the
respective panels; x5 y (black lines).
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in a water depth of 15m. The buoy was equipped with a
similar system and was moored approximately 500m
southwest of the ASIT. Using a motion-correction al-
gorithm based on Edson et al. (1998), sonic anemometer
measurements recorded at the buoy have been cor-
rected for wave-induced platform motions.
The ability of the motion-correction algorithm to fil-
ter out wave-induced platform motions from the sonic
anemometer data has been shown in earlier publica-
tions, such as Fairall et al. (1997) and Miller et al.
(2008). However, these studies compared only motion-
corrected flux measurements between floating plat-
forms (e.g., ship or buoy). The performance of the
correction algorithm has not yet been investigated by
comparison between a floating platform and a fixed
structure, such as an offshore tower.
Buoys have advantages for long-term investigation
of air–sea interaction processes as they can easily be
deployed in remote areas of the world oceans. Equip-
ped with both oceanographic and meteorological sen-
sors, these platforms provide researchers with data
needed for ocean, weather, and climate research. As
the heat and momentum flux across the air–sea in-
terface have a profound impact on both the ocean and
atmosphere, it is natural to equip buoys with DCF
systems to improve our understanding of the turbulent
exchange processes. Therefore, an investigation of the
feasibility of DCF measurements from small floating
platforms is highly needed.
The comparison of the heat and momentum fluxes
and cospectra shows that DCF measurements in the
MABL can be performed with nearly the same accu-
racy from buoys as from fixed towers when the wave-
induced platform motions are removed from the wind
measurements. After correction for platformmotions,
the momentum fluxes of both systems show an r2 of
0.94 and an RMS difference of 0.02Nm22. The cor-
responding values for the buoyancy fluxes are 0.95 and
4.40Wm22.
The flux measurements from the ASIT allowed a
systematic investigation of the cutoff frequency used in
the buoy motion-correction algorithm under various
atmospheric and sea-state conditions. The choice of
the cutoff period depends on the frequency of the
platform motion and thus on both the wave state and
the individual platform characteristics. Based on the
comparisons between the type of buoy used in this
study and the ASIT, we recommend a cutoff period of
tc5 12 s that will be suitable in most wind and wave
conditions. However, there are still several out-
standing issues that could be addressed to improve the
method. Specifically, the velocity measurements made
on a surface buoy differ from those made on a fixed
platform. The buoy measurements are essentially
made in a wave-following coordinate system, while the
tower measurements are made relative to Earth. This
causes uncertainty on how to interpret fluxes made in
either coordinate system.
For example, measurements from fixed platforms
(e.g., Hristov et al. 2003) show clear wave-induced
fluctuations in the measured velocities that cause en-
hanced variance in the autospectra. The correlation
between these fluctuations is associated with a wave-
induced component of the momentum flux at the height
of measurement. However, the wave-induced flux is
expected to be negligible above the wave boundary
layer (WBL). While the height of the WBL is not uni-
versally defined (e.g., Edson et al. 2013), it is typically
assumed to be in the order of the significant wave height.
This is demonstrated by the lack of a wave-induced peak
in the ASIT cospectra. However, there remains some
uncertainty in how to remove the wave-induced plat-
form motion in the buoy coordinate system.
It is of interest to determine the cause of the peak in
the buoy-derived cospectral estimates for low wind
speeds (Fig. 12) to reduce the uncertainty of the fluxes
under light wind conditions. One hypothesis for the
observed behavior is related to the expected flow in light
winds over swell. The streamlines in this case are ex-
pected to follow these long waves near the surface. The
wave-induced flow should then decay exponentially with
height and become quasi-horizontal at heights where
measurements are typically made aboard ships. A sonic
anemometer mounted above the wave-induced flow will
move relative to the streamlines. Therefore, the ship’s
heave motions will be clearly visible in the uncorrected
windmeasurements. On the other hand, an anemometer
mounted on a buoy moving with the wave-following
streamlines can be expected to see less motion relative
to these streamlines. As a result, the motion-correction
algorithm may be correcting for a wave-induced vertical
velocity of these longer waves (i.e., heave) that is not
apparent in the uncorrected anemometer measurements
of the buoy. We hypothesize that this induces a wave-
correlated signal in the motion-corrected vertical ve-
locity component that could lead to the observed peak in
the cospectra.
However, this hypothesis fails when the streamlines
are not surface following. Analysis of the sonic ane-
mometer data from both datasets reveal that the wind
speeds measured at the ASIT are 2% lower than those
recorded at the buoy, and that the difference in the
measured wind speed between the buoy’s ASIMET
sensors and the 3D sonic anemometer never exceeded
5% (Bigorre et al. 2013). As these differences are within
the accuracy of the sensors, and finding reasonably good
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agreement between the ASIT and motion-corrected
buoy momentum and buoyancy fluxes, we are confi-
dent that the flow distortion at the buoy sensors is
minimal. Nonetheless, we cannot dismiss the possibility
that the observed peak in the cospectral estimates is
induced by flow distortion over the buoy hull or the in-
strumentation, which becomes noticeable in the co-
spectra in conditions of light winds and swell. A more
detailed investigation of the flow characteristics from
both ASIT and the buoy would be required to identify
this issue (e.g., Landwehr et al. 2015; Prytherch et al.
2015). This is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
If the buoy anemometer is generally in a coordinate
system following the flow, then noise may be added by
removing the low-frequency platform velocities that
are not actually part of the measured wind velocities.
Our results show that this is mainly a problem in light
winds over swell, that is, old seas. In fact, the range
of frequencies over which a peak is found in the
cospectra shown in Fig. 12 widens when a lower cutoff
frequency is chosen. We therefore speculate that
the peak in the buoy’s cospectra is an artifact of the
motion-correction itself and mainly occurs in the
presence of light winds and swell. Methods are being
developed both to test and to potentially correct for
this effect in the future.
A possible solution to address this potential limitation
in the correction algorithm is to dynamically adjust the
cutoff frequency to a higher value based on wind and
wave parameters. This requires a means to choose the
value of the cutoff frequency based on, for example,
wave age or wave slope. Another approach is to look
into possibilities to remove the correlation between the
heave and motion-corrected vertical velocity (e.g., Miller
et al. 2010; Edson et al. 2011; Blomquist et al. 2014;
Prytherch et al. 2015). We are actively investigating this
and other approaches in ongoing investigations.
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